1. INTRODUCTION The purpose of this note is to show how zonal polynomials may be defined and their properties exhibited using only basic properties of the normal and Wishart distributions.
It is hoped the approach taken herein will prove to be of significant pedagogic value. In the last section an expeditious technique is developed for computing the zonal polynomials.
DEFINITION OF THE
ZONAL POLYNOMIALS Let (LX) = (01~) ova ,..., a,) be a sequence and L+(U) be the space of all homogeneous polynomials of degree f and symmetric in the elements of (a).
A partition off into positive, integral parts will be written p = (pr , p, ,...) with the convention that pr > pa > ... . The set of all such partitions will be denoted by P(f ). The multiplicity of the positive integer j in p will be denoted by mj: 1 < j < f. We define a lexicon on S(f) by listing p E P(f) ahead of q E P(f) (and writing p > q) if, for some t, pj = qj , 1 < j < t -1 and Pt > 4t * Given the sets MP, q): P, q E S(f 1); {d,: P E S(f >> and HP, P): P E p(f >I, [2] . In particular we note that A,( a: is a linear combination of only those ) @*(a) for which q < p.
Consider now wherein U(n x n) is a matrix of independent standard normal variables. Clearly At this point, we will extend the notation. Write u,(A) for the space of all polynomials symmetric and homogeneous in the latent roots of the arbitrary (n X n) matrix, A. &,(A), YD(A), V,(A), and %',(A) are then defined in terms of the latent roots of A. {O,(A): p E P(f)> is a basis in q(A) when CL-E {.k, 9-, v, c!?}.
The functions {g&4): p E P(f)} are completely defined by (2.3) and (2.4). That they are proportional to the zonal polynomials discussed by James will become clear in the next section.
DERIVATION OF THE PROPERTIES OF ST?@)
With A(" x n), B(n x n) arbitrary symmetric matrices and U(n x n) a matrix of independent standard normal variables, define
Since, for othogonal P and Q, U and PUQ' have identical distributions we see that
With UlJ' = W = RR'; U = RH in which R is lower triangular with positive diagonal elements, Hand R are known to be independently distributed, H being uniformly distributed over the group of 71 x n orthogonal matrices (see, for example, [9, Corollary 31) . We can write
Now, for orthogonal P and Q, PHQ' and H have identical distributions whence it is seen that gH{tr R'ARHBH'}f belongs to v,(R'AR) for all B and to v,(B) for all R'AR. Thus we can write, for some symmetric [g& q)],
Now we latent roots of R'AR and ARR' = A W coincide. For orthogonal P, the distributions of W and PWP' coincide (both being as w% (I, n) where w%(V, V) denotes an n x n Wishart variable with degrees of freedom Y and dispersion V). Thus b,V,(R'AR) = b,%,(AW) belongs to v,(A) so that we can write, for some [d,(p, t) Let A(n x n) be an arbitrary symmetric matrix and A0 be obtained from A by appending v -n > 0 rows and columns of zeros. Let W'J -wv (Iv , v) and W* be the leading n x n matrix from W'J so that W* -Y& (I, , v) . Note that the latent roots of AOWO and of AW* coincide. From (3.5) As an easy generalization, we have Following Constantine [3, Sect. 31 , again using only basic properties of the Wishart distribution, we can show 4 P, P) = Zf'" fi rl Pj + Sk t 1 -j)>/q& + 1 -i)>- (3.8) j=l
In a demonstration of:
Result 3. If H has a uniform distribution on the group of (n x n) orthogonal matrices and A(n x n), B(n x n) are symmetric then we first prove the following: 
COMPUTATION OF V,(A)
In this section, we show that the matrix [c(p, q)] of Section 2 is, indeed, positive definite and, at the same time, discover a method for computing the zonal polynomials in terms of the augmented monomial symmetric functions alternative to that proposed by James [I. For sufficiently small 0, define We now find that we can write k(P, dl = PO(P, w% m~O(cz~ Gl (4.6) with [a"(t, t)] = (105)-l diag (l,20, 14, 56, 14) and Hence, for example, %(,,)(A) is proportional to 18&&A) + 6&&A) + 1 l~wd4 + ~d4. The author computed the zonal polynomials for 2 < f < 7 (in an afternoon on a desk calculator). In view of the tables of Parkhunt and James [8] we do not tabulate them here. The dimension of the matrices involved increases rather rapidly with f. Nevertheless, the method would seem to be at least as expeditious as that proposed by James [7] . For 2 <f < 7, the author found that the bottom row of [k(p, q)] had nonzero elements so that he could decompose [c(p, q)] according to (4.6) , wherein the' bottom row of [KO(p, q)] had unit elements. All elements in [KO(p, q)] and in I . 3 . 5 **. (2f -l) [aO(p, p)] were then found to be integers and the sum of the elements of [a"(~, p)] is then unity. The author has not succeeded in showing that this feature persists for allf.
